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Xavier Wilson was the first school friend
who took me to the theatre - See How
They Run I seem to recall and it was
truly truly awful, and while I have no wish
to steal the thundering trumpet of J G
Stillwater’s programme note that follows
(indeed suffice to say I fully support its
reassessment of the form and its claim
for Arts Council monies), farce was a bad
thing in my books for many many years.
And so also, probably rightly, farce
has
become a dirty word in British
theatre. Very much the poor relation of
theatrical genres, it harks back to a time of
smutty movies with Robin Askwith, cheese
fondue and lazy stereotypes. Essentially,
farce was the product of a different,
simpler, world. 4 quick drafts by Michael
Frayn led to a performance of a one acter
called Exits in 1977 at a late night charity
gig, which subsequently gave birth to the
full version of Noises Off, opening at The
Lyric Hammersmith in 1982. Just a short
glance over its shoulder then was all it
took to see the murky heyday of the farce
that it lovingly skewered, receding gently
in the rear view mirror; but Noises Off
itself though is not so much a farce as
much as a love letter to the theatre - its
stock characters and knowing phrases
are universal. Despite the fact that it is
tempting to think of it as an unequivocally
British play its popularity behind the Iron
Curtain (where until 1988 they only had
the first two acts) and across Europe
(where different racial tropes replace the
British class system, playing on Catalan/
Spanish boundaries, the Italians putting
in a special Sardine Song between acts,
the Finnish version pastiching Helsinki

accents and Tempere dialiects and so
on and on) tell a different story. (Nearly)
everyone loves it because it makes them
laugh. And so, maybe it’s that simple,
although J Y T Greig’s The Psychology of
Laughter & Comedy (1923, Allen & Unwin,
London p50ff ) might argue that “the
genetic aspects of the problems and the
connexion between first smiles and oral
erotism is key” but the pudding is already
being over-egged.
Yet that doesn’t address the question
of why Noises Off? Easy of course to be
platitudinous about the benefits of laughter
: it relieves stress (possibly lowers stress
hormones say some no doubt heavily
funded quacks), relieves pain (questionable
- try dropping a chair on your foot and
laughing), important social medicine (helps
with teamwork; really?), good for your
heart muscles (hmmm...more likely to cure
heartbreak perhaps) and various other
spurious notions. Learned academics take
various positions - here is the general
humanist approach of Chamfort that, “the
most wasted of all days is that in which we
have not laughed” but closer examination
suggests this is utter nonsense. Laughter
machine extraordinaire Freddie Nietzsche
has a predictably dry crisis about it all,
chuckling that - “perhaps I know best
why it is man alone who laughs; he alone
suffers so deeply that he had to invent
laughter.” Even so my money though is on
Jean Houston : “at the height of laughter,
the universe is flung into a kaleidoscope
of new possibilities.” Houston’s position
feels closest to the chaos, the relief and the
explosive joy that Noises Off can create;
certainly working on it with this particular
bunch of young actors has been an
absolute pleasure and I wish them all well in
their future careers, which I suspect will not
be too far from the Brents’ living room for
several.
So in the words of the man who knows,
“sit back right easy and laugh;” this
production is for you - enjoy yourself.
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